
To                                                                                                             Date, 7th December 2004
The chairman 
Himalayan project Denmark 
 
Sub: A report of shifting junbesi secondary school at cheding. 
 
Dear Sir, 
Shifting junbesi secondary school at chedinghas brought curiossity on studentan enthusiam on 
teacher and a sign of development in the community and individuals connected. It has triggered 
to hot discussion in every hots and street. We are receiving their responses. Recently we held  
‘Interaction workshop’ among our grade 8,9 and 10 stuents here in junbesi secondary schoool. 
We found 16 students out of 19 from grade 10, 18 students out of 19 from grade 9 and 20 out of 
24 from grade 8, who express their view in faver of shifting the school at cheding. Below is their 
orginal verson for and agains if. 
Shifting is necessary. 

. “ It will creat a good learning enviroment to keep concentration on study because of its        
location”   

.   “ We will have spacious playground and enough facilities” 

.   “It cuts down daily expenses as there are no hotels” 

.   “It prevents those students from drinking alchohal and playing pool and caronm etc” 

.   “The present school punctuates peaceful dwelling of the village and makes dirty” 

.   “We can have a close view of veautiful scenes” 

.  “Now school increases the mumber of student because it covers the densely populated area 
and provides an access to nearby village” 
 
Shifting is not needed. 

. “Night falls while retuning home for we distant students”  

. “One hour break won’t be enough to eat tiffin at home and no hotels to buy there” 

. “We can’t walk on a goat path” 

. “We will have a medical problems” 

. “Local markets will be affected” 

. “There will have problem of class missing students because they may go in to the jungle and 
teachers won’t keep an eye on them”. 
 
We will keep on sending fresh opinions from other sides since we are moving in to the 
villages to collect Interaction on this matter. 
Thank you!                                                                      Junbesi secondatry school family



18. January 2005
 

Comments on report of shifting Junbesi Secondary School at Cheding. 
 
To Junbesi Secondary School Family! 
 
Thank you for the most wonderful report on the 8-10 class students’ comments to the idea of 
shifting the school for Cheding. 
 
In Rotary and Himalayan Project we are very satisfied with such a report, as it shows the opinion 
of the local population, pro et contra. This report gives us a lot to think about, which can c
our plans dramatically. When we want to implement this project, we should be able to make 
everybody happy. Therefore the opinions against the project actually are the most important.
 
We are also very satisfied to know from the report, that it is giving hot discussions in the village 
and surroundings. It is very important that all involved actors in the project are taking part of the 
process of decision and influencing the decision makers. It is now, in the Phase of Preparations, 
that people shall give their opinion, so we can change details in the project to satisfy everybody. 
Crying out later will be fruitless and only disturbing a process on its way. 
 
Who are actually the actors of this project? In fact it is everybody, as a school, like this one we
are planning, really will influence the lives of everybody in the surroundings. Not only in Beni 
VDC but also actually in the whole of Upper Solu, as the student hostel will be able to 
accommodate students from far away. This school shall be the school of all people in Upper 
Solu, their pride and happiness. 
 
We are happy to know from your report that you are fully aware of this and want to interact with 
the villages on the subject. We just hope you will not forget any group of citizens even those 
who usually are not speaking loudly. And also not forgetting specific interest groups, like 
teachers, hotel owners, students of the primary and lower secondary schools in the surroundings 
and anyone else who want or could speak out about the subject. And we really hope you will 
even report the most negative and inferior comments to the project. And we also hope you can 
spread the meetings and reporting to the villages of the neighboring VDC’s. 
 
Please continue sending us reports on your meetings with groups of opinions and also about 
comments, which you hear from individuals. It will make us aware. It will make our project a 
better project. 
 
Thank you for this appreciated report! 
 

Skivehus Rotary Klub Nepal Committee 
By Kurt Lomborg! 



18. January 2005
 

Request for Report on Junbesi School 
 

Dear Headmaster Ghimire and All Teachers of Junbesi School! 
 
For our further work on the plans of the new Higher Secondary Technical School of Junbesi, 
Skivehus Rotary Klub would like very much to have a report from Junbesi Higher Secondary 
School as it looks today. 
 
We would like to have following informations about each one class at the school: 
 How many boys and girls in total 
 How many boys and girls from:  
  Junbesi Village (up to 5 minutes distance) 
  Junbesi close surroundings (up to 15 minutes distance) 
  Upper Valley (Mopung, Pangkarma, Sumjingma etc) 
  Nashing and surroundings 
  Salabesi and surroundings 
  Rest of Beni VDC 
  Outside Beni VDC 
  Living at Cheding Hostel 
 Estimate on school attendance 
  Percent attending more than 90% 
  Percent attending 80-90% 
  Percent attending 60-80% 
  Percent attending less than 60% 
 
Name and home village address of: 
 students living at Cheding Hostel 
 teachers living at Cheding Hostel 
 others living at Cheding Hostel 
 
Name, home village address and temporary address of 
 All teachers at the school 
 
Name and address of 
 All members of School Management Committee 
 
We really wish to have these informations within not too long, so we can start our preparation 
process of the new school project. 
If you find that you could provide us with other useful informations, which I didn’t mention 
above, please send them too. We will receive all with gratitude. 
 

For Skivehus Rotary Club

Kurt Lomborg


